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Let us dare to read, think, speak and write.
Volume 6, No. 9
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University of Alabama in Huntsville

Judge votes "yes"

Student Rights
dead at UAH
Federal District Judge Sam Pointer has dismissed the suit filed by members of
the SGA against UAH President Benjamin Graves that calls for the abolishment
of the administration-created Union Board to allocate student activity fees.
The decision was made last week when Judge Pointer granted a motion by the
defendents (Graves and Dr. James Moebes, director of student affairs) for summary
judgement and dismissed the case thereby denying the student plaintiffs' request
for a full federal hearing.
The dismissed suit stated that the Union Board, created by the administration
to allocate all student activity fees was a violation of the plaintiffs' constitutional
rights and requested that the budgetary process for student activity fees be restored
to the process stated in the "Statement of Policy," signed by Graves and then
SGA President Larry Childers. A major factor in the suit, an SGA spokesman stated,
was Grave's violation of the signed agreement.
Judge Pointer stated he realized that Dr. Graves violated the signed agreement,

but under state law, he had the authority to do so and to change the budgetary
process of student activity fees.
In his written court opinion, Judge Pointer said, "The formulation of a bud
getary policy for expending the funds would seem to be necessary and the method
within the discretion of the administration of the University. The Fifth Circuit,
in a case reviewing disciplinary rules, has said, "It is not for us to consider whether
such rules are wise or expedient but merely whether they are a reasonable exercise
of the power and discretion of the school authorities."
Dr. James Moebes and SGA President James Smith had no comment.
According to an SGA spokesman, the SGA legislature will soon meet to dis
cuss further action which may include a court suit declaring mandatory student
activity fees unconstitutional, thus calling for an end to the fees.
Plaintiffs in the suit were Smith, Larry Childers, Phillip Smith, and Kim
Stewart.

TOM DIALelected SGA President
SGA legislator Tom Dial scored a strong victory winning the SGA
Presidential post with 67 per cent of the vote in the SGA general
elections on May 2 and 3.
Dial received 574 votes to his opponent Hale Booth, current SGA
Vice President who received 278 votes (33 per cent) in the president
ial race.
Charles Ealy was elected exponent editor with 418 votes, 59 per
cent of the votes cast. Gene Myers received 41 per cent of the vote
with 233 ballots.
826 students voted in the two day election, an all time SGA
election record turnout.
A runoff between Bruce Linn and Mike Gray will be held today
and tomotrow for the vice president seat. Linn led the race with
374 votes, Gray netted 318 and Bob Douglas polled 78 votes, with
no candidates receiving 51 per cent of the total votes cast, a require
ment for victory.

Jean-Marie Wright was unopposed in the race for SGA SecretaryTreasurer.
Former Free University director Gary Bell netted the most votes
in the legislature race, polling 591 votes. Former exponent editor
and current legislator Kim Stewart followed with 578 votes and leg
islator Cynthia K. Newby placed third with 486 votes.
Other students who were elected to the legislature are David
Milly, 475 votes; Eric Sterett, 463 votes; Frank Strihafka, 453 votes;
Lynn Peterson, 452 votes; Mark Bergmann, 445 votes; Cyndee Kendricks, 444 votes; David Butler, 438 votes; Charles Ealy, 422 votes;
Linda Sue Calloway, 420 votes; Mike Stone, 419 votee; Chris
Trout, 406 votes; Gordan Shearer, 381 votes; and Gene Myers, 380
votes.
Paul Zimmerman, who received 400 votes, withdrew from the
legislature race.
Complete election box results by buildings and runoff election
statements by Linn and Gray are on pages 2 and 3.
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-for vice presidentBruce Linn
For any elected student government official to fulfill his obligations, he must
work for the student body as a whole.
Therefore, I am running as an independent candidate for the office of SGA
Vice President.
If elected, I plan to work for programs aimed at the benefits of the individual
student. My experience this year as an SGA Legislator, member of the SCATE
Committee, Spring Survey Committee, and other offices has taught me that stud
ent government must be based upon full student body support if it is to be worth
its existence.
With the recent developments in the Student Activity Fee argument, I feel that
strong SGA leadership is essential at this time. I will work to initiate policies
which will directly benefit students and which will preserve basic student rights.
Here are some of the programs and policies I will work to implement if elected:
*Establishment of a campus infirmary (small nursing station or clinic to treat
minor injuries, etc.)
*Establishment of the proposed campus raido station.
*Expansion and diversification of the Entertainment Series to encompass the
tastes of the entire student body.
•Cut the outrageous cost of textbooks by expanding the SGA Used Textbook
Exchange to include the sale of new textbooks on a non profit basis.
•Investigate the possibility of establishing a co-op (non proift) grocery store on
campus to stem rising food prices. (This is far from an impossibility as other
campuses have such stores.)
•Work withi the Administration to provide more parking space.
•Establish a due process system for grade appeals.
•Expand Free University course offerings.
•Work with the Administration to establish the child day care center they
promised would be established this winter and which was not.
•Work for more flexible requirements concerning the transferring of credit
for required courses from other schools (for example — American Literature
and World Literature could be substituted for English literature, etc.)
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for vice president
Mike Gray

I think the SGA is a very important function at UAH. The primary purpose of
the Student Government should be to concern itself with fulfilling the needs of the
entire student body. I believe there are many areas in which the SGA needs to re
direct its attention and its support. I am interested in developing a new progressive
approach to Student Government and improving many of the student programs
currently offered. Some of the current programs that I am interested in expanding
include:
Expanded parking facilities to accommodate the ever increasing flow of traffic
around Morton Hall.
Free University should be expanded and given more financial support by the SGA
since this is one of our best "publicity" programs and it creates a better rapport be
tween the University and Community.
Veterans Office to work with veteran problems and to distribute information on
veteran benefits.
Publication of complied SCATE reports. These reports are doing the student body
no service as long as they are locked in a filing cabinet.
Expansion of the SGA Test File into a course file complete with course notes.
Addition of more stores to the present store discount Dlan.
Action instead of promises of a CHILD t DAY CARE CENTER.
Besides the existing programs, there are several new programs that I wish to develop
at UAH. Among the new programs are:
Divisional Representation: Through legislative action, the Student Government
must insure that students from all academic divisions are fairly represented in the leg
islature.
Establishment of SGA typing service.
Establishment of a committee to examine problems inherent of night time students.
Strive to have the university print a list of course offerings for an academic year.
This was done in 1971 and helped many students in planning their schedules.
Continue working toward a FAVORABLE GRADING SYSTEM whereby students
may receive credit for a plus. (Example: 2.5 quality points for a B+ instead of the
current 2 points).
Action on some desperately needed medical facilities' at UAH.
I encourage all students to work with the SGA and to support it, so as to increase
its effectiveness. I feel that I can do a good job as Vice President of your Student
Government. If elected, I will have an open door policy and be available to talk with
students about problems they may be having. I am presently an SGA legislator, serving
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on the Research Committee, During the fall 1 was appointed as the SUA Veterans'
Ombudsman. I am also founder and current president of the UAH Veterans Club.
Having been at UAH long enough to qualify for tenure, as a student. I have developed
a deep interest in the University, the student body, and in the individual student.
Because of this, I earnestly solicit your vote for Vice President of the Student Government
Association.

—Run-off for VEEP set —
for today, Thursday
Runoff elections for the SGA Vice President post are today and
Thursday.
Candidates in the runoff election are SGA legislators Mike Gray
and Bruce Linn.
Polls are located in every major academic building and will be
open from 9 a.m. to 10:15 p.m. today and Thursday.

U A H

wC i rn es wn a t i o n a l
Philadelphia meet

Neither rain, nor floods or any ot the other problems of this rowing season could
stop the four man shell representing UAH at the small college national championship, the
Dad Vail, in Philadelphia. After two days of competition with twenty-three other four
oared shells, the Uhlans prevailed and won UAH its first national championship Saturday,
May 14.
The winning crew consisting of coxwain Bill Shrenk, stoke Rick James, 3 man Steve
Mallernee, 2 man Tom Eiland and bow Brent Montgomery, left Thursday via the "friendly
skies" of United and arrived in Philadelphia that afternoon. Getting in two quick practices,
one on Thursday evening another Friday morning, the crew felt confident about their pre
liminary heats.
Entered in the heat with UAH were Atlantic Community College, Worchester Polytechnical Institute, Drexel University, George Washington University, and Fordham University.
The race was dominated by the UAH crew. The oarmen quickly stroked their way into
the 1st slot after 700 meters of the 2000 meter race, and held on to win the heat more
than 5 seconds over Drexel and 14 seconds over Atlantic Community. These advanced to
the semi-finals on Saturday morning.
In pre-race planning, Coach Alfie Van Fossen instructed his oarsmen not to try to win
the event but to place in the top three ( a requisite to get to the finals).
During the first 500 meters of the race, the Chargers rowed as though they were ready
to return home. Rowing in very rough water and a strong head wind, UAH had a poor start and
and found themselves in 4th position after 200 meters. Before they gained composure, one
of the oarsmen caught a crab, (his oar did not get out of the water cleanly but was partially
stuck in the water slowing the boat.)
After these initial problems, the Uhlans still found themselves in fourth and slowly pro
ceeded to row into the third place slot bumping Jacksonville University from the finals.
St Josephs College finished 5 seconds ahead of UAH and Atlantic Community was second,
.2 seconds over the Uhlans.
•
continued on page 11
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SGA supports ERA
A resolution urging ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment
(ERA) by the Legislature was passed by a vote of 10-1-0 in the last
meeting of the SGA. Mark Bassett cast the only vote against the
resolution, stating that "...the amendment is not supported by a
majority of the students... and the SGA is not representative of
student opinion."
The resolution was a combination of House Resolution 257, pro
posed by Legislator Phil Smith, and House Resolution 264, proposed
by Legislators Kim Stewart, Tom Dial, Bud Speake, Marsha Laven
der, and Cynthia Kay Newby. Mark Bergmann, an original intro
ducer of House Resolution 264, withdrew his name from the list
of introducers because the resolution contained "only one positive
aspect of the ERA."
Copies of the resolution were sent to all members of the Madison
County delegation to the Alabama Senate and House of Representa
tives and to Senator John Sparkman, Senator Jim Allen, and Repres
entative Bob Jones.
In other SGA business House Resolution 258, commending the
exponent staff, was passed by a vote of 8-2-1, with David Milly and
and Mike Stone voting against the resolution.
Also, House Resolution 265, commending the Madison County
Rescue Squad for assisting in Springfest '73, was passed unanimously.
House Resolution 262 failed to pass by a vote of 3-6-2. Intro
duced by Phil Smith, the resolution stated, "... no money whatso
ever should be appropriated for aid to any country involved in con
flict in Southeast Asia..." Debate on the resolution focused upon
the resolution's statement that "the American POW's were mistreated
while being held prisoners in North Vietnam..." Also, questions
concerning the humanitarian aspects of providing aid to war-torn
countries were raised in opposition to the resolution.
Withdrawn from the SGA agenda were House Bills 259 and 261,
introduced by Phil Smith and dealing with legislative procedure, and
House Resolution 264, introduced by Kim Stewart and relating to
the UAH Birth Control Information Center.
House Bill 260, introduced by Phil Smith and concerning im
peachment procedures, was tabled by a vote of 8-2-1.
Absent from the meeting were Legislators Bob Douglas, Mike
Gray, Eric Sterett, and Vice President Hale Booth. President pro
tempore Kim Stewart presided.
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•/ antes Kit pat rich
speech cancelled
• u ^ames Kilpatrick, who was scheduled to speak to
night in the University Union, has been cancelled by
Symposium & Lecture Series Chairman Rusty Michael
Michael said that Kilpatrick's speech was cancelled due
to inadequate funds in Symposium^ budget
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Lawsuits to be filed against HPD officers
Last issue, exponent promised an in-depth follow-up of the actions by HPD
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th^ "T?.' C?arg?S against Jack Dempsey, a UAH instructor who was
charged with public drunkeness, have been dismissed by authorities.
Bud Speake, a UAH student who was booked on charges of disorderly conduct
S^ke6? ih Rec0rder.s ,P°urt Iast Friday morning to find the prosecution absent.
Speake told exponent: I was arrested and charged by officer Dan Barnes because
I said in his presence, 'I'll take pictures any goddamn time I feel like it.' Officer
Barnes failed to appear at my hearing which left Judge James Sturdivant and the
city prosecutor with no alternative but to throw the case out."
In any event, he added, "disorderly conduct could mean anything from sticking your tongue out at a police dog to dancing in the street."
In an interview with exponent, Greg Geis, another defendant, stated that
when the police were beating on Steve Palicki, Jack Dempsey began shooting
movies - I just thought it was some highschool kids fighting. Then they dragged
Palicki outside, so I followed Jack and began shooting movie film myself. Then
David Milly was quickly arrested for assaulting an officer. At that time, I realized
mat I had no film left, so I went to my car to get the 35 millimeter. Then Officer
Richard grabbed me from begind and said that I would be charged with conspiracy
to murder. Ware ran over and took the film out of my hands and when I asked for
the film back, and said that I was working for UAH News and Publications he
didn t pay any attention to me. I finally said, "Look, give me my film back," and
tapped my finger to his chest, to which he jumped back as if I had hit him with a
karate chop, and arrested me for assaulting an officer."

exponent: What happened to the film?
Geis: "We had to get a court order to get the film back but it had been destroy
ed^ Of course, everyone in the police department denied knowing anything about
exponent: What type of pictures did you get?
Geis: "I shot several frames of officers drawing guns on students and other
officers assisted by police dogs, as well as the events I described to you."
exponent: What happened at your hearing?
trial °^lcers Phil Ware, Steve Richard, and Gary Patterson testi
r
^
fied for the prosecution. Following cross examination, our lawyer, Jerry Stapp
made a motion for dismissal, stating that we, not the officers, were the victims "
exponent: Do you plan further legal action in the case?
Geis: ' Yes, we are definitely going to file civil and criminal suits against the
officers involved and against the city of Huntsville."
Other UAH students, David Milly and Rusty Michael, both had charges dropped
6
by authorities.
^
Steve Palicki, the first person to become involved in the disturbance with po
lice, told exponent that he was unsure of the exact sequence of events that even
ing. Palicki, according to witnesses, was beaten with a blackjack and dragged out
of the Coliseum by unidentified men. Charged with two counts of assaulting an
°f'c„er,ando"e f°"nt of d^derly conduct, Palicki's original bail was set over
$400. In Friday s hearing, Palicki was convicted of two of the four counts and
fined accordingly.
'
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THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION'

Let's Not Waste
Those 'Surplus' Scholars
POINT OF VIEW
By Louis Wildman
and Donald Williams

T

HE CURRENT DEBATE over the supply and demand
of Ph.Ds raises fundamental questions concern
ing the utilization of human resources. Does a
society ever have too many educated people?
What is an "overly educated person"? What work, after
ah, is intrinsically useful? In what ways are organizations
a ected by the retention of unneeded employees? Why are
organizations pressured to retain surplus help? In seeking
answers to these questions we should like to propose the
following:

• If only a portion of the entire potential labor force
•s needed to produce anticipated levels of goods and
services;
• If there continues an alarming rise in the production
of unneeded goods and services, including those carefully
planned to become obsolete;
• If manufacturers need to reduce the number of people
who perform essentially repetitive and mechanical tasks, by
Placing the highest priority upon the careful use of human
resources; and
•If increased financial pressure demands significant re
duction m university faculty size . . .
Then modern society should seek ways to allow more
highly educated people to undertake productive endeavors
and to make unique contributions to man's understanding
of himself and his environment.
Week by week, The Chronicle of Higher Education re
ports the reduction of faculty positions in institutions of
higher education. Recent doctoral graduates cannot find
work utilizing their considerable talents. In its recent
pamphlet "Higher Education with Fewer Teachers" the
Academy for Educational Development has given examples
without adverse effect on quality" which improve the
s udent-faculty efficiency ratio, thereby implying a need for
still fewer faculty members.
Kingman Brewster, the president of Yale University
recently commented, "At its best the university expects a
person literally to make a lifetime investment in his
special way of looking at the human and natural experi
ence." According to David Riesman, scholars should be
inner-directed"—guided by their own intellectual curiosity
insight, and conscience. But at present it is virtually impos
sible for the younger or older scholar to follow that advice.
Today it has become increasingly difficult for the younger
or older scholar to make a "lifetime" commitment to the
pursuit of truth. That the nation possesses many talented,
inner-directed," but unemployed scholars seems undenia
ble. They may agree to forsake riches, agree to live in
poverty, yet not be allowed to make such an investment.
Our proposal seeks to alter that situation.
AS A SMALL RESPONSE to this problem, we propose
/\ 'nst'tutes of the arts and sciences, attached
/—% to colleges, universities, industrial firms,
city
-APlanning offices, federal agencies, state govern
ments, and other organizations where the work of such
people could be shown to have a potentially positive im
pact. Scholars working within these structures would re
ceive a modest stipend beyond the anticipated guaranteed

annual wage now under consideration by the federal gov
ernment. Although such a salary would not befit the pri
ority that should be placed on scholarship, the country
now incurs great loss by ignoring the problem and forcing
members of the scholarly community to find other employment.
Given the ready resources of a nearby institution of
higher education—its library, older and younger students,
a oratories, and colleagues at the parent institution—and
the mandate to pursue their scholarly interests, we are sure
the recipients would prefer such a mandate and minimal
remuneration to accepting employment that did not chal
lenge the education they had previously obtained. Nearby
institutions of higher education, meanwhile, would gain
the advantage inherent in having an additional cadre of
serious professional scholars talking and working within
the academic community.
Such institutes would help to stem the present waste in
human resources. Scholars would therein be allowed to
pursue their research and studies.
The question arises as to whether the creation of the
institutes wouldn't simply constitute a sort of academic
featherbedding. Perhaps, critics may argue, a "natural se
lection ' should be allowed to operate; and, if the produc
tion of the highly educated has now exceeded the demand,
the academic marketplace should be allowed to bring
pressures on graduate departments to limit their produc
tion to certain demand levels.
In other words, does the suggestion that satellite insti
tutes function to employ the highly educated differ in any
substantial way from suggestions that an extra fireman ac
company locomotives which no longer demand their
services? Individual biases will influence the answer? to this
question, but our prejudices lead us to question whether
any society can ever afford to put an upper limit on the
number of highly educated people it produces.
The highly educated person typically does not show up
on the unemployment rolls. He finds work which others
could do, thereby forcing labor to place more pressure
upon industry to keep unneeded employees. With all our
needs, what valid reasons do we have to pay people for
debilitating make-work activities?
Internal Organization of People and Their Activities.
Some scholars work best alone. Other scholars will see an
advantage participating within a group focusing upon an
interdisciplinary project. Students from the affiliated uni
versity might join the task force and contract for academic
credit. Advisory councils selected from the university
faculty and residents of the surrounding community would
assist in identifying task-force objectives.
Evaluation of Outcomes. After a trial period, individual
scholarly and research productivity would be evaluated
by an independent group of professors, who would recom
mend continued employment of the individual scholar if
in their judgment, his productivity met or exceeded minimal
research standards at the major universities at which mem
bers of the examining committee worked.
No doubt some scholars would waste this opportunity
examining trivial ideas. However, when one considers the

potential benefit of even one major finding compared with
the small financial costs, the tragedy of the current loss in
human potential becomes apparent.
Almost everyone has a relative or friend suffering from
a serious disease. At a time when major medical research
breakthroughs, are imminent, progress lags for lack of sup
port for research and continued reliance upon obsolete
support services. Then, too, graduate admissions seem
more dependent upon the future of a profession than upon
the relation between an applicant's qualifications and his
predicted ability to perform. Capable scholars are pre
vented from working on the problems they see and poten
tially capable students are prevented from training to work
on these problems even when they offer their services for
little more than the basic wage.
Comparable Contemporary Approaches to the Problem.
Officials at the University of Tennessee, cognizant of the
needs for further job opportunities for graduates of ad
vanced degree programs, have proposed postdoctoral in
tern-fellowships somewhat comparable to what we have
here described. These fellowships offer temporary employ
ment (one nine-month academic year, renewable for one
additional year in some instances) to the new doctoral
graduate without a permanent teaching position.
According to Kenneth Knickerbocker, vice-president for
academic affairs, "The intern-fellow will devote threefourths of his time to teaching or to assignments deemed
appropriate by the department involved. He will receive
careful, opposite in-service training. The remainder of his
time is his own and may be utilized for research and pub
lication. As a result, the intern-fellow should then be an
outstanding prospect for permanent employment."
This program indicates the interest that universities and
their supporters have in finding an outlet for the work of
the highly educated person.
Paradoxically, President Nixon, in an appended portion
of his 1972 State of the Union message, indicated his sup
port for "marshaling science and technology" in search of
solutions to domestic problems. Better mass-transportation
and health-care systems are needed. The list of such
societal needs goes on and on. In the past, government has
looked to universities and their satellite enterprises to help
meet those practical needs.

T

HE QUESTIONS raised in the proposal are not new
to human experience. A society's survival ever
depends on the profitable use it makes of its man
power resources. These resources include the men
of learning, who, to some, may appear superfluous but
to others constitute a society's most precious resource.
The country is not over-producing scholars. It needs
only to find ways to put their talents to work in an at
mosphere which permits freedom to explore ideas and
which encourages creativity and careful research. Institutes
such as we propose would help serve that end.
Mr Wildman directs the institute for Quality in Human
Life Lester, Wash. Mr. Williams is associate professor
m higher education at the University of Washington
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more baloney

Yvonne Thomas, etc.
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Roberts vs. Pepperfays
Dear Sirs:

J u d g e s a r e jailing r e p o r t e r s with incr easing f r e q u e n c y ,

Fro m this y o u s e e t h a t f r e e s p e e c h a n d o f r e e p r e s s a r e

b e c a u s e t h e y r e f u s e t o r e v e a l n e w s s o u r c e s . The result c a n

guaranteed the people generally - not to any individual

o n l y b e a d r y i n g u p of t h e s e s o u r c e s of i n f o r m a t i o n a n d

o r business. C o n s e q u e n t l y , w h e n o u r f r e e d o m of t h e p r e s s

i m p e d e y o u r right t o k n o w w h a t ' s h a p p e n i n g in y o u r
government.

IS

restricted, ^ o u r f r e e s p e e c h is r e s t r i c t e d a l s o . This o l s o

applies to everyone's right to know what's being offered

Your f r e e s p e e c h d e p e n d s o n a f r e e press.

in t h e M a r k e t p l a c e . T h e r i g h t of c h o i c e in a l l g o o d s a n d

T h e First A m e n d m e n t t o o u r Constitution, which is y o u r

services k e e p s t h e system of c o m p e t i t i o n working, f o r e v e r y one's progress.

ultimate protection againstfyour government's attempt to
s u p p r e s s i n f o r m a t i o n , s a y s in p a r t , " C o n g r e s s shall p a s s
n o l a w a b r i d g i n g t h e f r e e d o m of s p e e c h o r of t h e p r e s s . "

So the suddenly contrite Nixon wants Congress to appoint a comm
ission to investigate political reform and to seek ways to prevent future
scandals such as Nixon's own Watergate. Well, baloney. And baloney
the last decade it has been these prestigious, top-heavy, much
rg^in;
ballyhooed commissions that have been the graveyards of political and
social reform in this country. Witness the Commissions on Civil Rights
Pornography, Crime, Poverty, and Drugs-all of them worked long and
hard, investigated, probed and debunked popular myths (myth: capital
punishment is a deterrent)—and all were uniformly ignored Why"? Well
mainly because their findings did not confirm Middle America's pop-'
ular notions. And God help any politician who dares to say that a Mid
dle American can be wrong. The Commission on Pornography found
that pornography does not per se cause perversity, wife-beating, or
child molestation—as is already known and proven in some European
countries. Yet did all this research and learned reasoning make any dif
ference? Of course not. Spiro and Dick both denounced these findings
which obviously did not conform to their own opinions. And the Bap
tists rejoiced, and sex is still dirty.
Frankly it doesn't take a commission to tell us why we have political
I scandals. Any child can tell us: dishonest men. Men who are greedy
|cynical, self serving liars, hypocrites, and self righteous. Watergate men'.

K e e p this in m i n d t h e n e x t time y o u g e t m a d a t a n e w s

The Informed Citizen Is The Cornerstone Of Our Form Of Government

Dear Sir:

^red imnreTmentS ^ ^ received> 1 am confident that the dethe visitors and UAH is better known
lh !
h
T 7? fVen
to the high school students, their teachers and the college and uni
versity staffs throughout the State of Alabama by your efforts.
faniUH daeP®st aPPredabon goes to you, the students, staff and
faculty of The University of Alabama in Huntsville for your efforts.
Sincerely,
W. F. Arendale, Chairman
Local Arrangements Committee
1973 Alabama Academy of Science
Meeting
Dear Editor,
I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate Tom n,ai
on his election as President of the Student aSSSSSJJSlS?
menMfa F 3S S°°n E6 elections are completed Student Govern-

SfcKE.'S ?AH
eve 7° ne
T al v

-- -- —

«<X

0
Wh0 WOrked for me and t0 those who voted for me
and suPP°rt and I thank you for your interest
in 7, 77 yOUr
1 E enj'oye.d serving as a legislator and
vice-presidenTd^rine'the
g the past year and I look forward to working
iirith T
i •
with Tom to insure a progressive and successful year for SGA

r>
p...
,.
Dear Editor ot exponent,

0

f o r i o t l ' ' ^ ^ " p \ ^ u T h e y

Yv°nne

^omas, telephone operator who

uUve WingPeM?rVS8
Saraydehghtful
d^nmf ,Har
f"' Yho brightens th'e entireTixecand intelligent lady; Jane Nelson, who
has one Of Vk;
' ?•
has one of the most exactingjobs on campus and does it well; Katie Hamner,
tarie^nnX £rrS°" indeed; Traudel von Spakovsky, one
"best secrelady; the entire hSy sfaff0^11^ Mane. Williams> a cool and competent

dedicated ladies, Ann'e RoSs; Ms.

Moore-Ms

Eilis'DOToth";

run' and^o
IWvereity ^ plSs^nt^reasonably1wellrun and occasionally growing institution -- often against great odds Lvm
studen,s'
sch°°i

L*ary Bell.

Arendale, Hale, Ezekial? Crew, 2, the read, ERA
Dear Editor of exponent:

I should like to bring the attention of the student body and the
University in general the planned disposition of athletic funds for
1 em?haSif that these flgures are my

atfonT h^HT"'
estim
ations based on commitments made or about to be made by the
University and are not official since those figures were refused me
It appears that the Soccer program will receive roughly the same
funding as last year, perhaps a little more; the basketball program
however, will take from two to three times last year's buE
r0 "Tf
an? will receive a maximum of something less than
f
20% of last year s budget and perhaps nothing at all. This means
the end of rowing at UAH: intramural rowing is simply impractical
lA PhHaH f°hSSen 7 thlS t"?e of writi"g' is at the Dad Vail Regatta
in Philadelphia with one of the best senior FVs we have rroduced)
is leavmg us this fall. No move to replace him has been made or is
contemplated by the Athletic Director.
Every year of the six years I have been associated with the rowing
team here, there was a tough argument with the SGA over money
Every year a compromise was reached and the SGA came through
with an appropriation, which, together with Foundation money and
other community services, enabled us to run a pretty reasonable
program. It is ironic that the first year of the Union Board's alloc
ation of the budget brings the demise of our oldest athletic team
The rowing team has won recognition for UAH all over tie eastern
.may bavf been chiefly in rowing cirlces, but I think a
subtle but important point was made: that UAH is different in its
approach and philosophy than the more traditional Southern univerbaVSuAH TW At,h!et!f Director wel1 in his efforts to make basket
ball at UAH a social and commercial success. I ask that this be not
e^enSe °f the rowing Pr°gram whose merits cannot
he E h
be measured on the same scale. For, be quite clear in your minds
to°Mr KimntU<leniS 3nd °thurS d° n0t make their feelings known
hps, and soon, then UAH has rowed its last race.

Sincerely,
Haie Booth

Dr. John Gregory
To the Editor:
I read with interest the editorial in favor of ERA
w
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I hear the governmental officials are telling us to reset our ther
mostats 2 , slow our cars to 50 m.p.h., and ride our bikes on
snort trips to conserve energy this summer.
I wonder why no one then turns out the lights in the class
rooms when there aren't going to be any more classes or anything
in them for hours,
Is someone trying to make the bulbs last longer? I have an article
m my hands on this by an architect who disagrees, and recommends
urmng the lights off at the end of the day and using them only
5
y
when needed. ,
He also says lighting accounts for 65%- of all electricity sold in
m New York City, and for 24% in the whole U.S.
It seems to be to bear looking into. Can someone in the univer
sity community tell us what amount of electric light wasting is
economically and environmentally optimum?
^

Sincerely,
Steve McKay
Jack Shepherd, "Energy Waste," Intellectual Digest, TTT (1973),

21"23.

Dear Editor:

™f7 ru CaVe11' the roads in front
Morton Hall have been
Patched by a few concerned students and have made the roads a
httle more bearabe to drive on. This was only anTmmedkteTolut

s suss

r?r s'

the^°d|an™ni!fVl5,ml "i™' "*

Ki-ound-, of University Drive,

something be doneEutVe roa'dsT CamPUS' 'Sn,t " ab°Ut time that
The lights which have been installed along The
„
pus are really a great idea and add to the bea^v nf tt t
^"1'
n|ght time and also aids the driver in seeing the had nil g^OUnds at
in front of Morton Hall so that he My avIiXm P
""

"Ifh
£Sis „r
two ™h.°7

°"-

SUldf"b Wh0

in the reconditioning of the

wi.htheAi.haniaHighwa^part^/itowTytZrSd
to do it if only someone in the UAH office would call and rem,If

This is a public serivce announcement.
Sincerely,
Steve McKa\

e J

helpful secretary- Emilv "I' KayrKlhng' Dean Hoomani's very charming ana
Eve™YS Mr wL T ^Wh° gets ?ur vote for UAH'S Woman of
Mr Jacobv 'another enrvi Tr hfsProven himself the student's good friend;
ir. jacooy, another good friend; George Pitsis, a gentleman- Pat Lewis a

Tom Arant, Acting Editor; Charles Ealy, Edward Plantagenet
Associate Eddors; Anna Paul, Contributing Editor; Kim Stewart,
Hugh Mcintosh, Staff Writers; Pete Hovanes, Photographer
Bruce Linn Headhner; Jeff Babine, Circulation Manager; Susan
Walmsley, Kathy Grohse, John Scheppe, Typesetters
and an excellent job of proofreading by the ever-wonderful

Dear Sir,
mv^fII°mplete my activities related to the 1973 Alabama Acadey
Science meeting, I would like to see each person that had a
part in making the meeting on The University of Alabama in Huntswlle campus a success to say "thank you." I take this opportunity
y°Ur eff°rtS' giving UP a classroom for a day
answering y°U f
answering a question or a smile were noticed and contributed to the
•>* °»
Over 450 IndividuT^ted
the UAH campus, many for the first time. From both oral and

e

has never to o^knowled^hL"
{tarred.

The staff this issue:

story. Remember,, a f r e e p r e s s p r o v i d e s y o u with t h e infor
motion that keeps our country free.

Letters:

a r e " o f t e n ' i g n o r

Lee Rainey
Instructor, Political Science

do:in

°ne

sh°"

Sincerely,
Gary Bell

««o«

iTvov Mil for

you're

a jwiditL--

iryovUiUrormonw
vov're a mercetinry.-ifvou wa fotbolh
vou'ro a RAIVGF.By'

Your last edition of Exponent contained two alleged letters from
Charlene and Sam Pepperfay. I have checked with Student Records
and Admission and no such individuals are or ever have been enrolled at the UAH campus. A responsible newspaper requires that all
the letters to the editor be signed and checks out the validity of the
authorship if necessary. In some cases a person may request that
his/her name be withheld but still the original letter is signed. The
anguage contained in these letters certainly should have prompted
some investigation by your staff prior to their publishment. Theretore I must question both your judgement and the intentions of the
individuals who wrote this garbage. If you can't detect filth from
journalism, then perhaps we need an Exponent editor who can. And
really I don t blame the individuals who wrote these letters for writ
ing under a pseudonym# I had written them I wouldn't have wanted
anyone to have known it either! But I do pity them for It's really
unfortunate when a person cabnot use the English language to com
municate with one another without resorting to the use of gutter
language. Their emotional and intellectual inadequacy was clearly
demonstrate6 and I do hope that by the time they have graduated or
1 ,, AH they Wl11 be able to communicate effectively with their
tellow human beings.
Sincerely,
Barney H. Roberts
And then another letter later. ...
On the 25th of April I personally delivered a letter to the
exponent office concerning recent letters to the editor by individuals
with the alleged names of Sam and Charlene Pepperfay. But the May
2 edition of exponent was quite conspicuous due to the absense of
my letter. Further perusal of the May 2 exponent revealed that it
contained articles on both campus politics and the Watergate Affairs
Now I received the letter requesting support for a certain slate of
candidates on Monday and President Nixon's speech on Watergate
was on Monday night. The editors covered both of these events in
time to make the paper which came out on Wednesday. Checking
as to why my letter wasn't included, I found that my letter supposedly had been lost and that on Thursday, May 3, the day after the expo
nent came out, individuals from the exponent went to the Office of
Student Affairs to get a copy of my original letter (I had indicated
on my letter that a copy of it was being sent to this office).
Now it s obvious that although my letter was "lost" it was not
forgotten. A trip to the Office of Student Affairs on Tuesday would
have meant that my letter could have been included in the paper along with the articles on campus politics and President Nixon's
speech. So why did the exponent convienently wait until the paper
had already come out to go by the Office of Student Affairs to try
get a replacement copy? The exponent coverage on President Nixons speech consisted of an editorial which was extremely critical
of both the affair and the attempted coverup. Now I'm including
a copy of my original letter which is critical of both the Charlene and
Sam Pepperfay letters and the exponent staff for printing these
letters and I hope that this time neither this letter or my original
etter will be ' lost" and that all UAH students will read both of my
letters and reach their own conclusions as to whether the exponent
was attempting a coverup of their own by convienently "losing" my
JLlIol> letLGr.
As my final thought, I suggest that before the exponent staff
takes it upon themselves to judge others (eg. President Nixon and
Watergate) that they clean up their own backyard first!.
Sincerely,
Barney H. Roberts

our response to all this: Wednesday, May 9,1973
Sir. There was no "supposed" about your letter being lost-no
quotes are needed around "lost." Your original letter, along with
several stories and pictures, was stolen from ouri office, from the copy
eu!t0r" W® are most distressed at this, and searched our
ff
offices thoroughly in the hopes that these items had been misplaced,
they were not. Your letter, among other stories and copy for the
last issue, was stolen.
On Friday preceding publication, Tom Arant, Acting Editor
contacted the office of student affairs in order to secure a copy'
Neither the secretary, Brenda Kngiht or Dr. Moebes, was there so it
wbs impossible to get a copy on Friday. Additional attempts were
made on Monday and Tuesday, without success. The exponent staff
is indeed a small one, and this was a most pressing issue, with getting
P'C UL6S and articIes fr°m a" the SGA candidates.. We deeply regret
, at,the agency of deadlines which must be met, the very limited
staff, and the inability of the Office of Student Affairs to get us a
copy prevented us from printing your letter. Admittedly, additional
ettorts could have been made, but we felt that a letter was less important in this issue than having the statements by the candidates of
the SGA.
We emphatically did not "convienently" lose your letter and ressent the implication. However, we realize that intemperance can resuit from apparent obtuseness. We apologize for not trying harder to
get a copy of your letter and do not take offense at the harshness of
_ your letter.
We are satisfied with the tidiness of our backyard.
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Sex For Sale
by Ms. Anna Paul

Women of America, rejoice! The answers to your hopes and dreams have been
found! Yes, it's true — with the advent of improved laundry products, hair color
ing, girdles and brassieres, kitchen appliances, cosmetics, and feminine hygiene
products, the new woman may now know and enjoy the fruits of advanced civili
zation. Yes, girls, you are now free to run through your kitchens, sans bucket and
mop, thanks to "Fantastik" spray cleaners. The age of thirty is no longer a threat
because Clairol says "You're not getting older, you're getting better." There is no
longer a danger of "feminine odor" in public compliments of "F.D.S." Hats off to
Madison Avenue for opening new dimensions for the nueter American woman.
Now there must be a pause for reflection. Women are being exploited to the
hilt, but at the same time they are supposed to be grateful for the overhaul. Is this
what women have waited for? Is replacing the self-cleansing properties of the vagina
with "feminine hygiene" products the ideal of cleanliness? Is the world of the Am
erican woman so small that a new kitchen appliance sends her into untold raptures?
Must she pinch her body into tortuous undergarments in order to fulfill the pro
phecy of her sex, that is "to catch a man."?

There is another disturbing aspect of sexism in advertising. For years, men
have displayed photos of scantily clad women to sell things from tractors to sha
ving creams. This exploits both sexes in that it uses a woman's physique to appeal
to the "animal instincts"? Should lust be used to sell tires?
This is perhaps what the modern women want, but why do they want or need
it? The day to day obligations of the housewife are not glamorous; she may find
relief through daytime television dramas, and then there are always the television
commercials. These bombard her every ten or fifteen minutes, enticing her with
excitement adn romance in her life. She may become sexier for her husband by
taking Geritol, or a better mother for using pampers. She learns how to have a
heart-to-heart talk with her daughter on perspiration odor — but not menstruation
on television.
Advertising has always had this aura of perfection and exoticness, but there is
a limit. Just as the myths concerning Blacks and other minority groups have been
and are being dissolved, so must the ones concerning women. Television and maga
zine advertising are continuing to spread these untruths.
One would hope the media would use its powers in a moreenlightening manner.

THE ACADEMIC WOMAN

Male vs. Female: A Bread-and-Butter Issue
By Bernice Sandler
Some academic administrators have been raising
the cry of "academic freedom" as the federal gov
ernment enforces anti-discrimination laws on the
campus. They claim that the government is
"forcing" them to give preference to "unqualified"
women and minorities.
In one sense, the term "academic freedom" has
become a smoke screen to obscure the basic issues.
Women's groups claim that it is analogous to the
cry of "state's rights" and "quality education."
Traditionally, academic freedom has meant such
things as the right of individuals to publish, to
teach, to work with controversial ideas. There is no
academic freedom that exempts members of the col
lege and university community from observing the
same anti-discrimination laws that the rest of
society must observe.
How does it violate academic freedom to ask
am end to the preferences that always existed in
higher education: the preference for males, the
preference for whites, the preference for the chil
dren of the rich, the preference for the members
of the "old boy" club?
No one is worried about the academic freedom
of women faculty and staff members who have
struggled against the injustices of sex discrimination
on the campus and who have suffered harassment,
including the loss of their jobs, as a result of their
activities.
Male administrators and faculty members are
upset because they have generally relied on the
"old boy" method of recruiting, the vast informal
network of old school chums, colleagues, drinking
buddies, and people you meet at conventions—an
informal network to which women and minorities
rarely have access. The merit system has always
been a closed system, because large portions of the
available and qualified pool have been excluded.
The government is not asking that the merit system
be abolished, but only that it be opened up to a
larger pool of qualified persons.
To recruit in a different manner means change,
and change is never easy—particularly if it means
that women and minorities, including minority
women, are coming in to threaten the power base.

Now Asked to Explain Why
Traditionally, employers in academia have never
had to specify criteria for hiring and promotion.
The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
is now asking them to explain why Mr. X is a full
professor and Ms. Y is a lecturer, particularly when
Mr. X hasn't published since he rewrote his thesis
and is a terror to the students, while Ms. Y is
continually awarded the best-teacher award and

has a string of publications that exceeds that of
most men in her department.
The government, incidentally, will not set criteria
for hiring and promotion. Rightfully, the institution
and department heads do this.
What HEW does ask is why someone was hired or
not hired, and what the specific criteria were. If
you have never had to justify a hiring or promotion
decision, this is a very threatening thing to be
asked. On the other hand, if an administrator can
not justify a hiring or promotion decision, then
either someone is in the wrong job or getting the
wrong salary, or else you have a very poor
administrator.

A 'Good Faith' Effort
There is no intention whatsoever to force univer
sity and college employers to hire less-qualified
women or minorities. (Note the covert assumption
that somehow women and minorities are not
"qualified"—no one ever talks about a "qualified
man," only about "qualified women" and "qualified
minorities.") The employer must make a "good
faith" effort to recruit women and minorities, and
document what was done. If, after that effort, the
best-qualified candidate turns out to be white and
male, then that is who is hired'.
If, to get HEW off their backs, institutions hire
women and minorities who are not qualified, then
they have misunderstood what is required of them.
It is true and tragic that some HEW personnel them
selves have been misinformed as to what the federal
policy is, particularly concerning numerical goals.
Any institution that is forced to hire unqualified
personnel ought to fight, for that is not government
policy and is contrary to the law of the land.
If institutions give preference to less-qualified
women and minorities over better-qualified white
males, then such institutions are violating the very
laws and regulations they are seeking to observe.
There is a distinction between affirmative action and
preference, the latter being a clear violation of
Executive Order 11246, Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act, and the 14th Amendment.
What is at stake is not the hiring of less-qualified
persons, but a very real economic threat. For every
woman or minority person who is hired, one less
white male is hired. There is no way around it. If
more women are paid fairly, some men will get
raises more slowly or perhaps not at all. White men
will have to compete with women and minorities
for the decreasing number of jobs in the academic
community. It is difficult to maintain a commitment
to equality when one's own bread and butter is at
stake.

Sexism is rampant in advertising today from the blatant in these ads for under
garments (the wearing of which, according
to the ads, will give one big boobs and
eternal hots) to the more subtle, such as
the Geritol ad, wherein the good husband
decides to "keep" his wife, knowing she
will never be constipated and therefore
a messy burden to him.

Vbu've come
a long way baby.

*
import
selfsupporting
half bra

sin-INS!
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Incoming President comments on SGA
Editor's note: Below are comments by incoming Student Government Associa
tion President Tom Dial, concerning the state and future of the SGA, and The
Office of President.
exponent: What are your feelings concerning the role of the SGA President?
Each new president brings with him ideas which he wants to put into action,
but the legislature has the final say. I think cooperation between the legislature
and the SGA Administration will be good this year, and this is as it should be.
But I see the SGA President's job as being primarily to carry out the decisions of
the legislature.
exponent: How do you feel about being elected?
I'll tell you quite frankly: I feel like I've just signed up for another one year
hitch in the Army. I know what a headache the job can be and often is .But at the
same time, I know that there will be highly capable people in the SGA who can be
depended upon to help and I'm optimistic that we can accomplish quite a lot in the
coming year.
exponent: What are the most serious problems facing SGA at this time?
In the past year, the SGA has become somewhat bogged down in conflict with
the University Administration; I hope this situation will come to an end soon.

If the SGA has had one serious internal problem in the past year, it has been
its inability to find enough good, competent people who are willing to really work
in SGA programs. A lot of good legislation has been passed this year, but some of
it hasn't been properly carried out because there is a core group of only ten of fif
teen people who really get things done around here. So it seems to me that re
cruitment of more help is a first priority problem to be tackled in the coming
year.
exponent: What should be done to solve these problems?
Reduced to their most basic terms, the goals which the SGA should pursue in
the coming year all revolve around one central point: broadening its base of stud
ent support. If a significantly larger percentage of the student body votes in the
SGA elections next year than did this year, I shall take it as a sign that we have
succeeded in doing this.
In dealing with the University Administration, we should keep two things in
mind simultaneously: We must keep our cool and carefully avoid rash action or in
flammatory rhetoric, but we must also be absolutely determined not to permit the
SGA to be robbed of its most meaningful responsibilities.
University and college administrators in general are often heard to mouth the
platitudes that the most important function of an institution of higher learning is to
prepare its students to function in the larger society. But I think at many schools
one rather obvious fact is forgotten: you don't prepare people to function in a
democracy by training them for four years—or more— in an authoritarian environ
ment. UAH has seemed to me to be a place where this fact is kept in mind. I only
hope this will continue to be true in the future.

PEOPLE GtT THE"
'G&JC&SJ fnfNT THU'l

new legislator pr
The Liberal Artist after graduation?

GORDON SHEARER-no information available.
MARK BERGMANN—an SGA legislator for 2 years, Mark (Albatross) Bergmann
plans to work for three programs - reestablishment of a permanent day care cen
ter, establishment of a medical facility on campus, and formation of a physical education program. Bergmann is knowledgeable concerning a campus medical facility,
having served on the task force that investigated the campus need for a clinic and
completed its report which calls for a clinic to be established on campus. Bergmann
is a strong proponent of student freedoms on campus and has an SGA legislative
record that backs student rights at UAH.
CHARLES EALY—editor elect of exponent and interim legislator, Ealy states he
will "work for the students. That's all I promise." Also strong proponent of stud
ent rights in student programs and activities.
ERIC STERETT—currently an SGA legislator. A major concern of Sterett this
year is the need for a mode of viable communication to be established among
faculty, staff and students. He feels that "too much time is wasted on petty affairs
that real issues of the unviersity community cannot be property
also wants to see "some sort of maturity develop within the SGA, and sees the
development of this maturity as a major goal for the coming year.
MICHAEL STONE—a current interim legislator, Stone states he will work to
"implement policies and programs suggested to me by my constituents.
GARY BELL—Former director of Free University, Gary Bell states "the idea of
the SGA is students helping students so let's get back to that idea. It is a place for
people to air their views and to work together for progressive change. Things need
doing now, so let's do them now."
DAVID BUTELR—no information available.
CYNDEE KENDRICKS—no information available.
LINDA SUE CALLOWAY-no information available.
DAVID MILLY-no information available.

LYNN PETERSON—chairman of the UAH Drama Board, Peterson feels that a ma
jor goal for the SGA should be to initiate a regular student poll to be administered
in the classroom "which would allow all students to express their opinions con
cerning actions taken by the SGA." With this poll information, "the legislature
could work closely, and with faculty and administration-officials, to improve ex
isting programs and to implement new procedures and policies suggested by stud
ents."
KIM STEWART—Former exponent editor and current president pro tempore of
the legislature, Stewart feels SGA can only achieve a successful year if they begin
the new year by establishing a list of legislative approved goals and methodically
move to accomplish each one with the legislature unified in action. This type of
organization is the only way the SGA can, at the end of the year, look back on a
year of accomplishments, Stewart feels. On this list should be goals that include a
quarterly student survey on student programs, alleviation of the campus parking
problem and expansion of SCATE to a published 4 quarter evaluation. Strong pro
ponent of student rights and freedoms.
CYNTHIA K. NEWBY-an SGA legislator for 2 years, Newby wants to work for
the expansion of the Used Textbook Exchange, and Free University. Strong pro
ponent of student rights and freedoms.
CHRIS TROUT—wants to work for a student government more responsive to
student needs and desries. Feels the major SGA goals should include the establish
ment of a day care center, providing a legal insurance policy for students, reform
ing the foreign language requirement, and expansion of the Used Textbook
Exchange'FRANK STRIHAFKA—a former SGA legislator and exponent editor, Strihafka
feels "the most pressing problem facing the Student Government at the present
is its continued existence as a student organization run by and for the students.
Until that is resolved, it is almost impossible for the SGA to continue present
programs..." Strong proponent of student rights.
GENE MYERS—no information available.
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Final Examination Schedule
DATE OF EXAM

PERIOD/DAY

Monday, May 21

MWF / B
MWF / F
MWF / R
MWF/T

Tuesday, May 22

TIME

MWF/A
TT/M
MWF / H
MW/ R
TT/S

DATE OF EXAM

PERIOD/DAY

TIME

Wednesday, May 23 MWF / C
TT/Q
MWF/G
MW/S

8 30
12:30
4:00
7:00

Thursday, May 24

8 30
12:30

TT/P
MWF/D
NO EXAM
SCHEDULED
TT/T

4:00
7:00

books in backlog are available
, 1CK°rding *° Library Director J. M. Perreault, large expenditures
fhp !'hrary Tf /.I In.1969"70 has produced a sizeable backlog in
the J'brary At the urging of the administration, a system was denoMintr
^ f0™ing this backl°S' as well as new books
not immediately catalogable, may be used by the academic commun
ity even before being fully cataloged.
Tw ° ™nges of stacks erected in the former concourse at the south
p ,
f
end of the second floor will house the accessible backlog. Each item
subiect toThp
fking out
students, faculty, and staff,
subject to ^e same regulations as apply to the rest of the collection
Labels on the books are so numbered as to divide them betwesi
thp f"0?
™
' S° that some limited browsing is possible.
These funds are generalia", "art", "education", "English", "foreign"
history
music", "philosophy", "economic sciences", "policy
Strv—V' >yCh°l0gf< ."biology," "(general) science"', "cheml
« U '• f, y!ronmental sciences , "life sciences", "mathematics"
Physics , technology", "nursing", and "medicine", and materials

are shelved in the PABLUM ranges in that order.
According to Mr. Perrault, a distinctive salmon-colored title en
try for each item is to be placed in the card catalog. These items
will all eventually be fully cataloged and integrated into the general
collection, with preference given to items that have circulated.

PREDMNT
AND
DISTRESSED?
TON

have a friend at

LIFELINE!

EARN $6.00 AN HOUR, NO
EXPERIENCE NEEDED SER
VICE, $10.00 INVESTMENT.
SEND $2.00 TO J! DANSBY,
BOX 3392, HUNTSVILLE,
ALABAMA 35810.

Birmingham
Hunt»viile
Montgomery
Mobile
Auburn
Opelika

academic honors due
Wednesday, May 16, has been designated "Academic Honors
Day at UAH. All students, faculty and staff have been invited to
™ ? campus wide dutch-treat luncheon to begin at noon in
the Multi-Purpose Room of the Union. Certificates of recognition
plaques and other awards will be presented to outstadning students
from each School of the University. There will be a reception for
the honored student at Presdient Graves' home at 5 p.m.

Na tinn!tS<» AN.CL—sGA sponsors a life insurance policy through the U S
mr^triit?dUterm hfein^m ™.sp?licy provides flO.OOO of low-cost ' '

choir news, "potpourri"
annual
choral organizations award luncheon was held at
he Carriage Inn Friday, May 11. Winners of the four ChoTal Organ
went to Alice stone' President

me ensemble, and the Premier Award was given to Cindi Sam neon

•£££££

•- Scho°l

Huma"""* -

hour credit is given, and no experience in choral is needed.

P°tpourn
Wl" be presented by the Choral Organizations
i
Y
°nmKi
'at 8:15 p'm"in front of the Humanities Bldg
T T A H ^°nC!u 'L3" annUal event feat"ring three musical groups - the
UAH Choir, the Premier Singers, and the Village Singers.
There is no admission, and the event is open to the public.

responsibility.

°r n° Cred,t rating

and does not re<Juire

Rental

SSIGSSR'

SSSSSHS3!'

Come Eat At

JOE'S RESTAURANT
Country Ham &Hot Biscuits
Home Cooked Plate Lunches
D a i l y S p e c i a l s
P r i v a t e D i n i n g F a c i l i t i e s

_

5 A.M. - 8 P.M. M o n . — Fr i.
' T i l 6 P.M. o n S a t u r d a y
4 118 Unive r s it y Dr., N. W.

holidays-ear,i! "vai,abla "

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONCERNING STUDENT SERVIGF*?

5*2-7925
536-0041
288-1743
626-9727
887-3284
745-3432
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Banana
by Pete Hovanes
I

Bananular physics is not only the science of the future, but the hope of the
future. With the formulation of the two basic Bananular Physics propagational
theories, science is better able to understand and appreciate the worldin which
we live. An example is the fact that 74% of the human muscle tissue has a banular shape. Therefore 74% of the human muscle tissue is subject to ithe various
Bananular Physics Quadrations. Bearing this is mind, a team of Banular Scien
tists headed by Prof. Schmidt conducted a concentrated three year research pro
gram and have finally discovered why certain nerve stimuli from the brain cause
certain muscles to contract and extend. Because of this research, Prof. Schmidt
and his associates now understand how and why acupuncture works.
To the left is an excerpt from one of Prof. Schmidt's early notebooks on Ban
ular Physics which explains the two basic Banular Theroies in simple layman
terms and illustrations. Study them, try to understand them and then imagine
the endless possibilities for application. If the government would spend less
money on wars andarmr,oand devote more money to Banular Research, some day
in the note too distant future man may be able to harness the boundless Ban
ular Energy, thereby solving the current energy crisis forever.

graduation is May 27

THINK

UAH Commencement exercises will take place Sunday, May 27 at 5 p.m.
on the grounds adjacent to Morton Hall.
The speaker for the ceremonies will be Dr. Lev E. Dobriansky, Academic
Director of the Charles Edison Memorial Youth Fund and Professor of Eco
nomics at Georgetown University.
Following the graduation ceremony, a reception will be given on the Univ
ersity Union building patio.

maybe

Crew Coach Alfie Van Fossen said today in an interview with exponent that
a situation exists in the athletic department where the Crew budget for 73-74
"might get cut down by 80 percent, or even to nothing."
He said that the department is considering switching crew from a regularlyfunded sport to a two-year intramural sport or a club sport. "If we do get cut
back, he said, "we'll get $2,000 at best for the year. This year, we were funded

If you're good enough,
you can be a Navy Nuclear Officer.

$11,000,

Speaking of UAH's newly-won national rowing title, Van Fossen said that the
team presented the first place trophy to Dr. Graves this morning, "in the hopes of
showing how much crew has accomplished."
- Sources in the athletic department report that the reason crew may be cut is
a shortage of funds for UAH Athletics.. Van Fossen said that athletics \ would
require more funds, but that the benefit would not be as great as that of crew.
"I really feel it's important fro students to express their feelings toward ath
letics," he added, "because, after all, it's our university — so we should be albe
to express our opinions. I think too, that faculty and community opinions should
be weighed before any decisions are made."

Aboard every Navy nuclear-powered ship
there are officers from colleges just like this one.
The point is that to be considered for this
extraordinary program, you don't have to go
to the Naval Academy ... or join the NROTC.
What the Navy needs now are some very special
college graduates who aren't afraid to find out
how good they really are. Who will consider
our extensive and demanding training program
(designed by the Atomic Energy Commission),
the most exciting challenge of their lives.
A challenge that offers an ambitious college
graduate an exciting future as a Naval Officer,
with his first assignment being a nuclear-powered
surface ship or submarine.
Talk with the Navy Officer Information
Team the next time we're on campus. Or call
toll free 800—841 —8000. Or send in the
attached coupon.

Van Fossen said planned programs in crew for the remainder of the year include
a Free University course in rowing, and the establishment of a women's crew.

o
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Be a success in The New Navy.
-~i
SEND TO:
(INSERT LOCAL RECRUITER'S NAME,
ADDRESS, ETC.)

o
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-Age-

.State.
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Address.
City
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Gentlemen:
I am interested. Please forward more information on
Nuclear Propulsion Officer requirements.
Name.

nothing" for crew

.Zip-

G
O

Current College Year.

..

I
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These heats and semi-finals left only six of the initial 24 crews left to compete for
• the prestigious national title. From the other semifinal race, the University of Massachu
setts, a strong boat from Princeton University and Florida Southern emerged. The Flo
rida Southern crew had just two weeks ago defeated UAH by 5 seconds for the Southern
Rowing Association Championship.
By 2:40 p.m., it was starting time for the finals and all signs were good for a UAH vic
tory. A small shower calmed the previously rough waters and the head wind reversed to a
tail wind. This wind change was important because the UAH four was made up of light
weight oarsmen averaging around 160 pounds, while the other crews were heavy weight
averaging 175 and above.
At the start it was apparent the race for first would be mainly between Princeton, Flo
rida Southern and UAH. By the 500 meter mark these three crews had pulled ahead of the
other shells from St. Josephs, University of Massachusetts and Atlantic Community bv at
least half a boat length.
It was between the 500-1000 meter marks that UAH made their move: took the lead over
Princeton.
The last 2000 meters proved to be a two-boat race between UAH and Princeton. Flo
rida Southern began to fade and UAH and Princeton opened water between the bow of
Southerns shell and the stern of their boat. By the 1250 meter mark UAH had a ohe half
length lead over Princeton. At this point the Tigers started to sprint to take the lead, but
the Uhlans held onto first.
By this time the Tigers had closed the gap to a one-fourth boat length, but the sprint by
UAH held off any further gains by Princeton. At the finish line the bows seemed to cross
simultaneously, but the Uhlans prevailed by .9 of a second.
Coach Van Fossen said he "felt we could win all along," and the victory proved his con
fidence.
This was the last race for two graduating seniors, Tom Eiland and Steve Mallernee, and
also for Rick James, who is transferring next year.
•.v -.This-Was.tke fourth year.jp^fow UAH has attained national ranking.

thanks!
I would like to take this opportunity
to thank the people who have assisted me
during my term as Acting Editor of expo
nent.
Special thanks to CHARLES EALY,
JOHN SCHEPPE, KIM STEWART, ANNA
PAUL, HUGH McINTOSH, and PETE HOVANES, who have unselfishly given count
less hours to the paper.
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